
 

 

Study objective 

 

I am applying a master’s program in Teaching English for Speakers of Other 

Languages (TESOL). I have a high interest in developing capabilities essential to the 

theories and difficulties of language curriculum design, assessment, and evaluation, and 

the further developing of English teaching method related to issues of diversities such as 

culture, mother tongue, and communicative competence in order to result the most 

suitable method fitting the learners need and background. I believe that this master’s 

program can prepare me to assume a specialty in the field of English teaching especially 

about theoretical approaches, language analysis, curriculum design, and intercultural 

communication in reaching the language learning goal in variety of contexts.  

In the master’s program, I plan to conduct a research concerning about integrated 

practical English teaching method resulted from incorporating various life contexts of the 

learners. This idea comes along with my awareness of English teaching method should be 

varied between one to another place. So many are factors influencing the successful of 

learners learning such as, culture, experience in learning new language, knowledge, 

family background, and future goal,  that the English teaching method used in the 

classroom to reach the language learning goal must be varied among the different 

learners. Simply, this research will raise issues of the learners’ diversities in English 

teaching, then exploring and integrating the diversities to develop the most suitable 

pedagogical method and lesson plans.   

My bachelor study on English Teacher Training and Education has prepared me 

with a strong grounding in English and theoretical aspects of teaching which can 

contribute in developing my self swiftly to reach my future goal in the master’s program. 

I have learned about Study and Learning, Professions of Education, Teaching English as 

a Foreign Language I and II, Curriculum and Material Development, and Teaching 

Practice in my bachelor study, of which I got the highest marks. Furthermore, I have also 

written scientific papers and articles on education since I was an undergraduate student. 

My paper on education was awarded as the runner up in “Sayembara Ide (Idea 

Competition)”at provincial level. My articles have also been published in a bilingual 

newspaper. Then, I completed my study by receiving the highest mark in the study 



 

 

program for my final-year undergraduate thesis on English education. Such experiences 

surely link one another, of which I consciously learn that English teaching should be 

dominated by advanced concepts and assisted by effective teaching strategies. For this 

reason, I have totally provided my self to perform well in my future study.   

Studying in U.S.A. is a way to in realize my future goal and link between my 

background study and future goal. I’m very sure that this country has definitely occupied 

an absolute world leading position in English education. Advanced theories, 

technologies, and information in this country will facilitate me immensely in the 

achievement of remarkable progress, fulfilling my aspiration to become an accomplished 

professional in the field of English education.   

My future goal is to be a specialist in the field of English teaching as I have strong 

commitment to develop the community learning centre that my friends and I established 

three years ago. This community learning centre will immensely facilitate “distance 

learning” for elementary, junior, and senior high school students for remote areas in 

Bengkulu Province, such as in Kaur Regency, Seluma Regency, and North Bengkulu 

Regency. As the one who graduated from the English Teacher Training and Education, 

the responsibilities to run good English teaching in the community learning centre are on 

my shoulder. However, the most difficult factors to arise a good English teaching for the 

project are the students have diversities in culture, family background, knowledge, 

mother tongue, or even the view of life that will absolutely influence the success of the 

children in reaching the language learning goal. Therefore, my future study on TESOL 

will be very beneficial for me in enriching my knowledge on integrating the learners’ 

diversities into curriculum design and language analysis in which it eventually help me 

running the community learning centre. Beside, my experience on doing this research 

will apparently create systematic concepts in my mind about formulating practical 

English teaching methods based on the diversities of the learners. As a result, in the 

future I will automatically be able to determine the appropriate English teaching method 

in every condition of the learners where it means that I have been a specialist in the field 

of English teaching as my future goal. 


